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Abstract: With the improvement of computer innovation, the computer program industry develops more 

rapidly. There are numerous softwares on the showcase, which are pointed at various specialized operations. 

For case, you'll utilize a computer illustrations and image design computer program when planning a print 

advertisement. We can utilize this software to simplify the plan operation. It enhances the desired subjects 

and plan forms. This makes the quality of advertisements superior to before. Therefore, the application of 

computer graphics computer program is exceptionally advantageous to the plan industry. This paper 

combines the relationship between computing graphics and realistic promoting design, it discussed the 

application of computer illustrations within the plan of plane promoting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
With the advancement of society, computer design program has been broadly utilized in different design purposes, it is 

one of the foremost imperative fields. Its application in plan gives related practitioners with broader plan space, wealthier 

plan dialect and more effective plan performance. With the advancement of science and innovation, computer design 

program has steadily changed from being recognized and acknowledged to being favoured by individuals, presently it 

has been broadly utilized. 

 

II. GRAPHIC ADVERTISING DESIGN AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

Realistic promoting plan could be a combination of innovation and craftsmanship. It could be a plan mode that uses 

various visual images, such as illustrations, pictures, content and other components, to comprehensively improve the 

visual impacts of graphic advertising plan. The prepare of realistic advertising design is appeared in Figure 1. In the 

method of hone, there are numerous application requirements for print promoting plan. For case, the official plan required 

for book publication, the test promotion plan required amid the house deals handle, the advertising magazine plan required 

for the cover of DM, etc, for the plan of realistic promotions, all need to utilize the pertinent information of realistic 

promotion plan, and combined with changes in design necessities, slowly make strides the plan level 

 
Figure 1. Graphic advertising design process. 

With the quick headway and popularization of computer innovation, it has entered into all walks of life and is closely 

related to people's day by day work and life. As a kind of visual symbol, computer design are utilized increasingly broadly 

within the plan of print promoting, and more and more shinning and wonderful picture works have been conceived and 

moulded, drawing in more and more viewers’ consideration. Incredibly progress the plan impact and quality of print 

publicizing items. Not only that, for the plan of print promotions, a modern sort of computer illustrations and picture 
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symbol system can be utilized to form wealthy and different print notice items to completely illustrate the artistic charm 

and impact of promotions. Computer design pictures have solid visual communication characteristics, and are amazingly 

distinctive, exact, and instinctive. They are a new information transmission strategy with awesome otherworldly 

infiltration and visual contamination esteem in contemporary media. Compared with other visual images, computer 

Realistic pictures can utilize simple logos to communicate long-form substance and donate the work a more noteworthy 

spread impact. Therefore, nowadays, the application of computer illustrations within the plan of print advertisements is 

getting more profound and deeper. The preparing stream of computer illustrations is appeared in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. The processing flow of computer graphics and images. 

 

III. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE USED IN PLANE 

ADVERTISEMENT DESIGN 

3.1 Advantage Analysis 

Through the over examination of abilities, we have found that computer illustrations computer program features a very 

prominent advantage within the plan of print advertising. First of all, within the past, when conventional design methods 

were utilized to make advertisements, they were regularly confined by the expressive capacity of "time" and "hand", 

which influenced the impact of the wrapped up item. The most advantage of computer graphics and picture computer 

program is that it can be unreservedly worked and adjusted on the computer at any time and can adjust the by and large 

impact of the publicizing screen at any time, so that it can perform perfectly. Furthermore, the application of computer 

illustrations and picture computer program within the plan of print advertisements, whereas liberating both hands, but 

moreover liberating the intellect. 

 

3.2 Analysis of Disadvantages 

Computer illustrations program isn't a nostrum, particularly when each program is utilized alone, there will be various 

inadequacies within the design of print promoting. For illustration, within the Photoshop software mentioned over, when 

handling pictures, the impact of pixels is exceptionally expansive, and the distortion will be caused by disgraceful 

handling. The content written in Photoshop is influenced by the measure and pixels of the canvas, despicably prepared, 

and so on. When the Artist computer program is utilized for vector design, in spite of the fact that the sharpness is tall, 

the greatest drawback is that it is troublesome to precise realistic image impacts with wealthy colour levels. There are a 

few deficiencies like this in each computer program. On the off chance that a worker needs to do his work well, he must 

begin with hone his devices. 

 

IV. GRAPHIC ADVERTISING DESIGN IN THE USE OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS IMAGE SOFTWARE 

CREATION SKILLS 

4.1 Computer Graphics Software Enhances the Colour Performance of Advertisements 

Colour is the primary key to getting a handle on people's vision, and it is additionally the center of publicizing expressions. 

colour can make individuals relate and passionate, and individual colours can frequently capture consumers' attention 

way better. In this manner, within the plan of print publicizing, the plan of colour execution may be a very important 
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portion, and the utilize of computer design program can upgrade the colour execution of advertising. Take a photoshop 

as an illustration, utilizing this computer program can plan colour execution effects through an assortment of apparatuses. 

To begin with of all, there are numerous colour modes in Photoshop, such as RGB, CMYK, etc., so that creators can get 

a handle on the computer display design colours and print colours in the design and change over the plan with other 

program. Furthermore, in Photoshop, you'll be able moreover utilize colour control apparatuses to perform colour change. 

 

4.2 Computer Graphics Software Deepens the Creative Concept of Advertising Graphics 

Design could be a visual dialect, with boundless creative energy space, and is the visual center of print advertising plan. 

Architects can reflect the plan concepts and substance of advertisements through creative preparing for design. In this 

manner, within the plan of realistic notices, the plan of graphic creative concepts is the center of the in general plan, and 

the utilize of computer illustrations program can deepen the inventive realistic concepts of publicizing. Taking Photoshop 

as a case, the software can apply a assortment of enlightening for realistic plan, help originators in realizing their possess 

creative ideas, and give a way to materialize imaginative plans. 

 

4.3 Computer Graphics Software Integrated Advertising Layout and Overall Image Meaning 

Within the plan of print advertisements, extraordinary consideration ought to be paid to the sensible format of each 

component on the format. The format plan brings the excellence of the publicizing frame, and the screen brings the beauty 

of the publicizing substance. The combination of the two can improve the magnificence of the overall image and make 

good advertising creativity. To realize the specified impact. Utilizing computer graphics software can coordinated the 

format of the promotion and the generally picture meaning. Take Illustrate. r as an illustration, it cannot as it were making 

vector design, but too direct speck lattice illustrations records, and can edit and imaginative, so it is frequently utilized in 

plan areas such as format plan. To begin with of all, Illustrator's toolbox contains oval instruments, polygon devices, 

content apparatuses, etc. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Realistic plan is an imperative field for fulfilling people's stylish capacities. Be that as it may, in case a realistic originator 

begins from the essential plan and continuously shapes a realistic plan conspire with a certain sum of building, it is more 

troublesome. With the improvement of Web innovation and huge information innovation, this has brought modern 

openings for the improvement of the realistic plan field. Data asset sharing can rely on Web innovation to supply real-

time fruitful realistic plan cases for realistic originators to allude to. Huge information innovation can offer assistance 

architects match the design conspire of the suitable subject, which could be a more proficient and exact way. This paper 

thinks about the characteristics of realistic plan by combining data resource-sharing innovation and huge information 

innovation. Clustering strategies are utilized to classify four of the more critical highlights of realistic plan. CNN will 

anticipate the design, colour, content, and other include data they require agreeing to the thoughts proposed by creators, 

which gives a reference for architects to create unused realistic plan schemes. 
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